IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO
DO YOUR BEST; YOU
MUST KNOW WHAT
TO DO, AND THEN DO
YOUR BEST.
W. EDWARDS DEMING

ABOUT US
We help executives and managers increase effectiveness, improve
communication skills and learn the art of coaching. We do this through
coaching and facilitating them and their teams to ultimately perform at
their peak under pressure . At the same time they win more business,

JUSTIN O’BRIEN

get proposals accepted, become less stressed, have greater clarity for
better decisions and are more connected.

SERVICES

EMAIL
jaobrien@hppg.com.au

Presentation Strategy
& Design

Presentation Delivery

Performance

This
workshop
is
specifically designed for
achieving impact in complex
presentation
situations
such as pitching, internal
technical presentations and
any high stakes situation.

The good work done on
the presentation strategy
and design is now brought
to life by delivering the
presentation in an authentic
and engaging way.

By
understanding
the
science behind stress we
develop strategies that help
individuals and teams deal

with the stressful events
so they can perform at their
peak.

MOBILE
0400 023 430

WEBSITES
www.extremepresentation.com.au
https://justinobrien.com.au/

Presentation Delivery
The Art of Presence
“A good presentation squanders the opportunity
of being a great presentation” – Nick Morgan. This
is quite often because the good work done on the
strategy and presentation design is undone by poor
delivery. The presenter’s nerves get in the way and
the presenter loses their place or the presenter is
either apathetic or over enthusiastic which erodes
the intent of the message.
The Art of Presence program teaches how to deliver
a presentation on a physical, emotional and logical
level. If we are able to ensure that our presentation
is delivered on these three levels then we will
optimise our chance of success and deliver a great
presentation that is also truly authentic.
Advanced Presentation Strategy & Design
Extreme Presentation Method tm
A recent study by a pharmaceutical company
found that as much as 30% of some employee’s
time was being consumed in the creation of Power
Point slides. This results in the 40-slide, textheavy PowerPoint™ presentation which is not very
effective under the best of circumstances, let alone
when you are trying to communicate complex or
controversial information.
Our audiences have become more distracted,
demanding and sceptical. Therefore, every
presentation must impact them and compel them
to act, if we are to retain or gain their confidence.
This program teaches the work of Dr. Andrew Abela,
the author of Advanced Presentation by Design,
and the Extreme Presentation Method program – a
ten step process for designing presentations.
By undertaking the program, you will develop a new
mind-set and method for developing influential,
powerful, elegant and brief presentations that drive
your audience to action.
Performance Coaching
Reaching your peak
Stress related absenteeism is costing the Australian
economy $14.81 billion a year and directly costing
employers $10.11 billion per year. This means
that those left to carry the load are placed under
immense pressure and run the risk becoming a
statistic themselves and burning out.

We live in a volatile, uncertain, complex, and
ambiguous world and the pressure on organisations
is not going to lessen. Our inability to respond to
this world means mediocre performance and poor
well-being.
In this program we teach participants how to
perform better by achieving physiological and
emotional coherence. This in turn equips employees
to not only handle job stress but to improve
performance.
By learning these techniques individuals then;
become more alert, have clarity of thought,
demonstrate greater intuition, are more creative,
and make better decisions under pressure.
Pitch Consulting
Winning Major Bids
The cost of responding to tenders or submitting
proposals can be an expensive exercise, the pressure
to win is great and the competition is strong.
Therefore, we need to ensure that every dollar
spent on an RFP response or proposal generates
the necessary return on that investment. One way
to do this is to use a pitch methodology that leaves
no stone unturned and maximises the chances of
success.
Our method enables you to:
- develop pitch presentations based on a clear
situational analysis and sound strategies and design
principles that drive your audience to action.
- use presentation delivery skills that are authentic
and connect with the audience.
Other Programs
Simon Sinek’s Find Your Why
“People don’t buy what you do they buy why you
do it”
Patrick Lencioni’s
5 Dysfunctions of a Team
Building a Cohesive Team

